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Introduction
It is uncontroversial to assert that learning mathematics is only effective when it is an active process on the part of the learner. Setting questions is a ubiquitous technique to engage students, and answering such questions constitutes a large proportion of the activity they undertake. Indeed, asking students questions is a central part of all theories of learning. This paper examines in detail the process of randomly generating versions of mathematical questions for CAA. In doing this we examine not only a single mathematical question, but how such questions are linked together into coherent structured schemes. Two important pragmatic reasons are often cited by colleagues for wishing to generate a random sequence of questions.
• Randomly generated questions may reduce plagiarism
• Distinct but equivalent questions may be used for practice Even if giving each student a distinct problem sequence reduces plagiarism, professional experience unfortunately demonstrates it is not eliminated. However, some students are well aware of the potential benefits of collaborative learning, possibilities for which are traditionally hard to provide in the mathematics classroom. As one student commented in their feedback evaluations:
"The questions are of the same style and want the same things but they are subtly different which means you can talk to a friend about a certain question but they cannot do it for you. You have to work it all out for yourself which is good."
Notice here the student voices the opinion that the questions "want the same things but they are subtly different". In this paper we address exactly this issue, by examining equivalent mathematical problems in some detail.
Mathematical Questions
Linguistically, a question is a sentence worded or expressed so as to elicit information. We shall use the term "question" in such a way, when in practice many words are used in text books, for example "exercise", "problem", "task" and even "examples". Here, a question is also taken to include an instruction, such as "solve", "factor", "sketch" and so on.
Using schemes of questions is one of the major techniques used for selfstudy, home work or in the classroom. Working through such pre-structured exercises is akin to taking part in a dialogue, and such dialogues are an important part of learning. Although it is usual for a dialogue to take place between two interlocutors, an internal conversation occurs when one engages in "thinking aloud". On the nature of this internal conversation [7] says, "the mere act of communicating our ideas seems to help clarify them, for, in so doing, we have to attach them to words (or other symbols), which makes them more conscious". Hence, while one does not have a conversation with the textbook, the textbook may provoke internal enquiry and dialogue. They may also play a part in the learning process by providing mutual ground, or shared sequences of experiences, about which subsequent conversations can take place. There may be other legitimate uses, such as providing "finger exercises" to promote rather mindless, but nevertheless important, mechanical fluency.
A crucial distinction, when considering a mathematical question, is whether or not one cares about the answer. With many questions, no one cares about the actual answer. The purpose of the question is either to (i) practise some technique, or (ii) help build or reinforce some concept by prompting reflective activity. In other cases the purpose of the question is to obtain the answer. The question itself is a prototype of a practical problem which may be encountered, and hence this result may be useful.
We begin our examination of mathematical questions with a sequence of simple questions from [9] . This small, unassuming volume consists of 178 pages. There is no text or worked examples, instead simply sequences of problems. "These examples are intended to provide a complete course of elementary algebra for classes in which the bookwork is supplied by the teacher". Part of one such sequence is shown in Figure 1 . We claim that this sequence of questions is highly structured, and this example has been included here because clues to this structure are revealed in the unusual final synoptic question. Further that the purpose of such a sequence of questions is to develop concepts rather than obtain an answer or practice technique. Note however that including such a question may make little sense for a student who has struggled with questions (1)- (8), and has little work of merit from which to form a coherent synopsis. Question 1 provides a base from which comparisons can be made. Questions 2 and 3 rescale the y-axis. Question 4 is a vertical shift, question 5 is a horizontal one, and question 6 involves both. Questions 7 and 8 also require simple shifts, although some simple algebra is required to reveal precisely what these are.
Many books contain word problems where part of the process is setting up the equations themselves. This is modelling, in its broadest sense. Some of these problems are practical, others mathematical. What they have in common, is that the answer appears to be applied, and hence it is the answer which is important. They do not appear to be conceptual, nor for practice. Rather they might be termed utilitarian. The following (admittedly somewhat dated) example is taken from [1] . However similar (if not identical) examples may be found in many modern books.
Examples XXVII. b. 10. If 6 fewer bottles of wine can be bought for £5 when the price is raised ten shillings per dozen, what is the original price?
In many cases such exercises are highly structured, with examples carefully chosen to reveal different cases in the underlying mathematics.
A third category of questions are those which seek to practice some skill. For example, [1] Chapter XIV contains some 325 repetitive exercises on the topic of factoring quadratics alone. This large quantity of repetitive practice is typical of many algebra books, including modern ones. These sequences of problems tend to be highly structured. This structure includes things which are common to whole sequences of problems, for example integer roots, the signs of the roots are all positive, and things which are varied.
As a concrete example of constrained variation consider the following question.
Solve ax 2 +bx+c=0.
We might consider indexing the individual instances by using coordinates (a,b,c) . Clearly, there are some subspaces, such as the subspaces of mathematically possible questions. The subspace satisfying b2 ³ 4ac characterizes the question subspace with real solutions. While such a mechanical indexing of questions is technically feasible, we would like to consider a quite different issue. This is to draw an analogy with the concept of an example space developed by [10] . An example space is taken to be the cognitive domain possessed by the student, rather than some intrinsic mathematical space. We seek to develop a dual notion: that of mathematical question space. Just as with example spaces, the notions of the dimensions of possible variation and ranges of permissible change in any question space appear to be very useful. Each dimension of possible variation corresponds to an aspect of the question which can be varied to generate a collection different question instances. The range of permissible change is more problematic. "Permissible" may of course be taken to indicate the strict mathematical criteria of well-posedness, or may be used in a pedagogic sense. Given our educational context, a question space is considered to be the collection of instances which are educationally equivalent. That is to say, two instances in a space differ in ways which do not alter the purpose or effect of a question within that particular scheme. Furthermore, we identify the mathematical question with this pedagogic question space. While the student is likely to be aware only of the task in hand: the question instance, to the teacher this instance actually represents the question space and hence the underlying generality.
Clearly, the question space is more complex than simply varying a coefficient in a term. For example, in question 7 of the problem set shown in Figure 1 , the question is an instance of a quadratic with no real roots, for which the completed square form is tractable. An instance of such a question would probably be given as an expansion of (x-a) 2 +b, where a is a small integer, and b > 0 is a small integer. Hence, a particular dimension of variation certainly does not correspond to the direct variation of a coefficient in a question instance. As a result, to implement randomly generated instances from a question space sophisticated tools are necessary.
Clearly here it is easy to identify how the dimensions of variation affect the question instances, but it is unlikely that such an algebraic clarity will be evident in many situations. Equally, there is nothing to suppose that a dimension of variation will be algebraic at all. Variation could include which variable is used, the dimensions and orientation of geometric shapes, or the adjectives used in a word problem. Furthermore, there are many situations when a parameter will remain within a question, perhaps to suggest to the student that there is a range of permissible and "essentially the same" examples encapsulated within one question. It is possible in some circumstances that a question space will only contain one instance. For example, in Figure 1 , question (1), there may be no reasonable alternatives, and the question space consists only of the instance "Draw the graph of x 2 ".
While practice of some technique could be seen to be the repeated completion of question instances from a particular question space, we argue that it is not. A selection of questions usually shows progression through a sequence of slightly different cases. Each of these will be consciously different, and so will be instances from different question spaces.
Existing Standards for CAA
In this section we consider the data model for the representation of questions for CAA provided by the IMS Question & Test Interoperability (QTI) specification. For them, an item is the smallest self contained exchangeable assessment object.
"An item is more than a 'Question' in that it contains the question and instructions to be presented, the response processing to be applied to the candidates response(s) and the Feedback that may be presented (including hints and solutions)."
Such a concept of a self contained item is present in virtually all CAA systems, either at an explicit or implicit level. In their sense it is significantly more than a question, since it contains details of response processing instructions, and feedback, both hints and solutions, to be given. This specification includes the notion of Item Clone, which are equivalent items created from an Item Template by the substitution of Item Variables. However, the specification operates only at the level of individual items, and takes no account of the sequence of items.
Similarly, the IMS Simple Sequencing Specification provides a mechanism for representing the intended behaviour of a "learning experience", the prototype of which is interactions with a sequence of items.
We argue that for mathematics the split between "item" and "sequence" is artificial and fails to capture crucially important aspects of the learning process in automated assessments built upon it. While it will be necessary to author and store items at this level, there is no clear distinction at the pedagogic level between item and sequence and it is often actually difficult to decide what the smallest exchangeable object is. Is a multi-part item a collection of separate items? While mathematics assessment can be shoe-horned into this data representation model, the results are unsatisfactory.
The STACK CAA System
This section concerns the implementation of a computer aided assessment (CAA) system for mathematics known as STACK: a System for Teaching and Assessment using a Computer algebra Kernel. A demonstration server is available at (http://www.stack.bham.ac.uk). As the names implies, STACK relies on a computer algebra system (CAS) at its heart to support a variety of tasks. The most important feature is that the CAA system evaluates the student answers containing mathematical content, rather than allow selection from a list of teacher provided answers, such as in multiple choice or multiple response questions.
Systems under which the processing of student answers is supported by computer algebra have gradually gained ground in higher education over the last five years. Perhaps the first system to make CAS a central feature was the AiM system, described by [2] , with subsequent technical developments described in [8] . This system operates using Maple, as does the Wallis system of [3] . Other systems have access to a different CAS, such as CalMath which uses Mathematica, CABLE, see [4] , which uses Axiom and the STACK system which uses the CAS Maxima. From private correspondence, the authors are also aware of systems which use Derive in a similar way.
Details of the question authoring process are given in [6] , and the important issue of student input syntax in [5] . From our point of view we are most interested in random generation of structured mathematics questions. Experience with STACK and similar CAA systems demonstrated that virtually all necessary tasks can be performed with the following three functions, when backed up by the sophisticated library of CAS functions.
• Generate a random integer between 0 and n.
• Generate a random floating point number between 0 and n.
• Select a random item from a list.
The important issue is the availability of CAS, or CAS-like, functions which can be used to build structured mathematical objects. Describing this at a level of detail suitable for interpretability is a difficult task, and one unlikely to be completed in the near future.
STACK, as with the vast majority of contemporary CAA systems, currently only operates at the level of individual items. While it is clear how richer multipart items can be developed, it is not clear how technically separate but pedagogically connected items can be linked, to aid exchange and efficient re-use. This is the subject of ongoing work.
